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Abstract

Topic models have been widely used to learn
text representations and gain insight into doc-
ument corpora. To perform topic discovery,
most existing neural models either take docu-
ment bag-of-words (BoW) or sequence of to-
kens as input followed by variational inference
and BoW reconstruction to learn topic-word
distribution. However, leveraging topic-word
distribution for learning better features dur-
ing document encoding has not been explored
much. To this end, we develop a framework
TAN-NTM, which processes document as a se-
quence of tokens through a LSTM whose con-
textual outputs are attended in a topic-aware
manner. We propose a novel attention mech-
anism which factors in topic-word distribution
to enable the model to attend on relevant words
that convey topic related cues. The output of
topic attention module is then used to carry
out variational inference. We perform exten-
sive ablations and experiments resulting in ∼
9 - 15 percentage improvement over score of
existing SOTA topic models in NPMI coher-
ence on several benchmark datasets - 20News-
groups, Yelp Review Polarity and AGNews.
Further, we show that our method learns bet-
ter latent document-topic features compared
to existing topic models through improvement
on two downstream tasks: document classifi-
cation and topic guided keyphrase generation.

1 Introduction

Topic models (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007) have
been popularly used to extract abstract topics which
occur commonly across documents in a corpus.
Each topic is interpreted as a group of semantically
coherent words that represent a common concept.
In addition to gaining insights from unstructured
texts, topic models have been used in several tasks
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of practical importance such as learning text repre-
sentations for document classification (Nan et al.,
2019), keyphrase extraction (Wang et al., 2019b),
understanding reviews for e-commerce recommen-
dations (Jin et al., 2018), semantic similarity detec-
tion between texts (Peinelt et al., 2020) etc.

Early works on topic discovery include statis-
tical methods such as Latent Semantic Analysis
(Deerwester et al., 1990), Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) which approximates
each topic as a probability distribution over word
vocabulary (known as topic-word distribution) and
performs approximate inference over document-
topic and topic-word distributions through Varia-
tional Bayes. This was followed by Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Andrieu et al., 2003) based
inference algorithm - Collapsed Gibbs sampling
(Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004). These methods re-
quire an expensive iterative inference step which
has to be performed for each document. This was
circumvented through introduction of deep neu-
ral networks and Variational Autoencoders (VAE)
(Kingma and Welling, 2013), where variational in-
ference can be performed in single forward pass.

Neural variational inference topic models (Miao
et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2018; Srivastava and Sut-
ton, 2017) commonly convert a document to Bag-
of-Words (BoW) determined on the basis of fre-
quency count of each vocabulary token in the doc-
ument. The BoW input is processed through an
MLP followed by variational inference which sam-
ples a latent document-topic vector. A decoder net-
work then reconstructs original BoW using latent
document-topic vector through topic-word distribu-
tion (TWD). VAE based neural topic models can
be categorised on the basis of prior enforced on
latent document-topic distribution. Methods such
as NVDM (Miao et al., 2016), NTM-R (Ding et al.,
2018), NVDM-GSM (Miao et al., 2017) use the
Gaussian prior. NVLDA and ProdLDA (Srivastava
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and Sutton, 2017) use approximation to the Dirich-
let prior which enables model to capture the fact
that a document stems from a sparse set of topics.

However, improving document encoding in topic
models in order to capture document distribution
and semantics better has not been explored much.
In this work, we build upon VAE based topic
model and propose a novel framework TAN-NTM:
Topic Attention Networks for Neural Topic Mod-
eling which process the sequence of tokens in in-
put document through an LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) whose contextual outputs are
attended using Topic-Word Distribution (TWD).
We hypothesise that TWD (being learned by the
model) can be factored in the attention mechanism
(Bahdanau et al., 2014) to enable the model to at-
tend on the tokens which convey topic related in-
formation and cues. We perform separate attention
for each topic using its corresponding word proba-
bility distribution and obtain the topic-wise context
vectors. The learned word embeddings and TWD
are used to devise a mechanism to determine topic
weights representing the proportion of each topic
in the document. The topic weights are used to ag-
gregate topic-wise context vectors. The composed
context vector is then used to perform variational
inference followed by the BoW decoding. We per-
form extensive ablations to compare TAN-NTM
variants and different ways of composing the topic-
wise context vectors.

For evaluation, we compute commonly used
NPMI coherence (Aletras and Stevenson, 2013)
which measures the extent to which most probable
words in a topic are semantically related to each
other. We compare our TAN-NTM model with sev-
eral state-of-the-art topic models (statistical (Blei
et al., 2003; Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004), neural
VAE (Srivastava and Sutton, 2017; Wu et al., 2020)
and non-variational inference based neural model
(Nan et al., 2019)) outperforming them on three
benchmark datasets of varying scale and complex-
ity: 20Newsgroups (20NG) (Lang, 1995), Yelp
Review Polarity and AGNews (Zhang et al., 2015).
We verify that our model learns better document
feature representations and latent document-topic
vectors by achieving a higher document classifica-
tion accuracy over the baseline topic models. Fur-
ther, topic models have previously been used to
improve supervised keyphrase generation (Wang
et al., 2019b). We show that TAN-NTM can be
adapted to modify topic assisted keyphrase gener-

ation achieving SOTA performance on StackEx-
change and Weibo datasets. Our contributions can
be summarised as:

• We propose a document encoding framework
for topic modeling which leverages the topic-
word distribution to perform attention effec-
tively in a topic aware manner.

• Our proposed model achieves better NPMI
coherence (∼9-15 percentage improvement
over the scores of existing best topic models)
on various benchmark datasets.

• We show that the topic guided attention re-
sults in better latent document-topic features
achieving a higher document classification ac-
curacy than the baseline topic models.

• We show that our topic model encoder can
be adapted to improve the topic guided su-
pervised keyphrase generation achieving im-
proved performance on this task.

2 Related Work

Development of neural networks has paved path
for Variational Autoencoders (VAE) (Kingma and
Welling, 2013) which enables performing Varia-
tional Inference (VI) efficiently. The VAE-based
topic models use a prior distribution to approxi-
mate the posterior for latent document-topic space
and compute the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO)
using the reparametrization trick. Since our work
is based on variational inference, we use ProdLDA
and NVLDA (Srivastava and Sutton, 2017) as base-
lines for comparison. The Dirichlet distribution has
been commonly considered as a suitable prior on
the latent document-topic space since it captures
the property that a document belongs to a sparse
subset of topics. However, in order to enforce the
Dirichlet prior, VAE methods have to resort to ap-
proximations of the Dirichlet distribution.

Several works have proposed solutions to impose
the Dirichlet prior effectively. Rezaee and Ferraro
(2020) enforces Dirichlet prior using VI without
reparametrization trick through word-level topic
assignments. Some works address the sparsity-
smoothness trade-off in dirichlet distribution by
factoring dirichlet parameter vector as a product of
two vectors (Burkhardt and Kramer, 2019). Wasser-
stein Autoencoders (WAE) (Tolstikhin et al., 2017)
have led to the development of non-variational in-
ference based topic model: Wasserstein-LDA (W-
LDA) which minimizes the wasserstein distance, a
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type of Optimal Transport (OT) distance, by lever-
aging distribution matching to the Dirichlet prior.
We compare our work with W-LDA as a baseline.
Zhao et al. (2021) proposed an OT based topic
model which directly calculates topic-word distri-
bution without a decoder.

Adversarial Topic Model (ATM) (Wang et al.,
2019a) was proposed based on GAN (Generative
Adversarial Network) (Goodfellow et al., 2014)
but it cannot infer document-topic distribution. A
major advantage of W-LDA over ATM is distribu-
tion matching in document-topic space. Bidirec-
tional Adversarial Topic model (BAT) (Wang et al.,
2020) employs a bilateral transformation between
document-word and document-topic distribution,
while Hu et al. (2020) uses CycleGAN (Zhu et al.,
2017) for unsupervised transfer between document-
word and document-topic distribution.

Hierarchical topic models (Viegas et al., 2020)
utilize relationships among the latent topics. Su-
pervised topic models have been explored previ-
ously where the topic model is trained through
human feedback (Kumar et al., 2019) or with a
task specific network simultaneously such that
topic extraction is guided through task labels (Per-
gola et al., 2019; Wang and Yang, 2020). Card
et al. (2018) leverages document metadata but with-
out metadata their method is same as ProdLDA
which is our baseline. Topic modeling on doc-
ument networks has been done leveraging rela-
tional links between documents (Zhang and Lauw,
2020; Zhou et al., 2020). However our problem set-
ting is completely different, we extract topics from
documents in unsupervised way where document
links/metadata/labels either don’t exist or are not
used to extract the topics.

Some very recent works use pre-trained BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) either to leverage improved
text representations (Bianchi et al., 2020; Sia et al.,
2020) or to augment topic model through knowl-
edge distillation (Hoyle et al., 2020a). Zhu et al.
(2020) and Dieng et al. (2020) jointly train words
and topics in a shared embedding space. How-
ever, we train topic-word distribution as part of
our model, embed it using word embeddings being
learned and use resultant topic embeddings to per-
form attention over sequentially processed tokens.
iDocNade (Gupta et al., 2019) is an autoregressive
topic model for short texts utilizing pre-trained em-
beddings as distributional prior. However, it attains
poorer topic coherence than ProdLDA and GNB-

NTM as shown in Wu et al. (2020).

Some works have attempted to use other prior
distributions such as Zhang et al. (2018) uses the
Weibull prior, Thibaux and Jordan (2007) uses
the beta distribution. Gamma Negative Binomial-
Neural Topic Model (GNB-NTM) (Wu et al., 2020)
is one of the recent neural variational topic models
which attempt to combine VI with mixed count-
ing models. Mixed counting models can better
model hierarchically dependent and over-dispersed
random variables while implicitly introducing non-
negative constraints in topic modeling. GNB-NTM
uses reparameterization of Gamma distribution and
Gaussian approximation of Poisson distribution.
We use their model as a baseline for our work.

Topic models have been used with sequence en-
coders such as LSTM in applications like user ac-
tivity modeling (Zaheer et al., 2017). Dieng et al.
(2016) employs an RNN to detect stop words and
merges its output with document-topic vector for
next word prediction. Gururangan et al. (2019) uses
a VAE pre-trained through topic modeling to per-
form text classification. We perform document clas-
sification and compare our model’s accuracy with
the accuracy of VAE based and other topic mod-
els. LTMF (Jin et al., 2018) combines text features
processed through an LSTM with a topic model
for review based recommendations. Fundamentally
different from these, we use topic-word distribu-
tion to attend on sequentially processed tokens via
novel topic guided attention for performing vari-
ational inference, learning better document-topic
features and improving topic modeling.

A key application of topic models is super-
vised keyphrase generation. Some of the exist-
ing neural keyphrase generation methods include
SEQ-TAG (Zhang et al., 2016) based on sequence
tagging, SEQ2SEQ-CORR (Chen et al., 2018)
based on seq2seq model without copy mecha-
nism and SEQ2SEQ-COPY (Meng et al., 2017)
which additionally uses copy mechanism. Topic-
Aware Keyphrase Generation (TAKG) (Wang et al.,
2019b) is a seq2seq based neural keyphrase gener-
ation framework for social media language. TAKG
uses a neural topic model in Miao et al. (2017) and
a keyphrase generation (KG) module which is con-
ditioned on latent document-topic vector from the
topic model. We adapt our proposed topic model
to TAKG to improve keyphrase generation and dis-
cuss it in detail later in the Experiments section.
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Figure 1: A-E: Architecture of TAN-NTM showing flow of document processing through it. Document, being
embedded using embedding layer, is processed by LSTM, yielding hidden states on which TAN attends in a topic
aware manner. The resultant context vector is used to perform variational inference and processed through a BoW
decoder as in VAEs. Attention Module E (zoomed in view of C) computes the blocks in the mentioned order 1-6.

3 Background

LDA is a generative statistical model and assumes
that each document is a distribution over a fixed
number of topics (say K) and that each topic is
a distribution of words over the entire vocabulary.
LDA proposes an iterative process of document
generation where for each document d, we draw
a topic distribution θ from Dirichlet(α) distribu-
tion. For each word in d at index i, we sample
a topic ti from Multinomial(θ) distribution. wi

is sampled from p(wi|ti, β) distribution which is
a multinomial probability conditioned on topic ti.
Given the document corpus and the parameters α
and β, we need the joint probability distribution
of a topic mixture θ, a set of K topics t, and a set
of n words w. This is given analytically by an in-
tractable integral. The solution is to use Variational
Inference wherein this problem is converted into
an optimization problem for finding various param-
eters that minimize the KL divergence between the
prior and the posterior distribution.

This idea is leveraged at scale by the use of Vari-
ational Autoencoders. The encoder processes BoW
vector of the document xbow by an MLP (Multi
Layer Perceptron) which then forks into two inde-
pendently trainable layers to yield zµ & zlog σ2 .
Then a re-parametrization trick is employed to
sample the latent vector z from a logistic-normal
distribution (resulting from an approximation of

Dirichlet distribution). This is essential since back-
propagation through a sampling node is infeasible.
z is then used by decoder’s single dense layer D
to yield the reconstructed BoW xrec. The objec-
tive function has two terms: (a) Kullback–Leibler
(KL) Divergence Term - to match the variational
posterior over latent variables with the prior and (b)
Reconstruction Term - categorical cross entropy
loss between xbow & xrec.

LNTM = DKL(p(z) || q(z|x))− Eq(z|x)[p(x|z)]

Our methodology improves upon the document
encoder and introduces a topic guided attention
whose output is used to sample z. We use the same
formulation of decoder as used in ProdLDA.

4 Methodology

In this section, we describe the details of our frame-
work where we leverage the topic-word distribu-
tion to perform topic guided attention over tokens
in a document. Given a collection C with |C| doc-
uments {x1,x2, ..,x|C|}, we process each docu-
ment x into BoW vector xbow ∈ R|V | and as a
token sequence xseq, where V represents the vo-
cabulary. As shown in step A in figure 1, each
word wj ∈ xseq is embedded as ej ∈ RE through
an embedding layer E ∈ R|V |×E (E = Embed-
ding Dimension) initialised with GloVe (Penning-
ton et al., 2014). The embedded sequence {ej}|x|j=1,
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where |x| is the number of tokens in x, is processed
through a sequence encoder LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) to obtain the corresponding
hidden states hj ∈ RH and cell states sj ∈ RH
(step B in figure 1):

hj , sj = fLSTM (ej , (hj−1, sj−1))

where H is LSTM’s hidden size. We construct
a memory bank M = 〈h1,h2, ...,h|x|〉 which is
then used to perform topic-guided attention (step C
in figure 1). The output vector of the attention mod-
ule is used to derive prior distribution parameters
zµ & zlog σ2 (as in VAE) through two linear layers.
Using the re-parameterisation trick, we sample the
latent document-topic vector z, which is then given
as input to BoW decoder linear layer D that out-
puts the reconstructed BoW xrec (step D in figure
1). Objective function is same as in VAE setting, in-
volving a reconstruction loss term between xrec &
xbow and KL divergence between the prior (laplace
approximation to Dirichlet prior as in ProdLDA)
and posterior. We now discuss the details of our
Topic Attention Network.

4.1 TAN: Topic Attention Network
We intend the model to attend on document words
in a manner such that the resultant attention is dis-
tributed according to the semantics of the topics
relevant to the document. We hypothesize that
this can enable the model to encode better docu-
ment features while capturing the underlying latent
document-topic representations. The topic-word
distribution Tw represents the affinity of each topic
towards words in the vocabulary (which is used to
interpret the semantics of each topic). Therefore,
we factor Tw ∈ RK×|V | into the attention mecha-
nism, where K denotes the number of topics. The
topic-aware attention encoder and topic-word dis-
tribution influence each other during training which
consequently results in convergence to better topics
as discussed in detail in Experiments section.

Specifically, we perform attention on document
sequence of tokens for each topic using the embed-
ded representation of the topics TE ∈ RK×E :

TE = TwE, [topic embeddings]

Tw = softmax(D), [topic-word distribution]

where D ∈ RK×V is the decoder layer which is
used to reconstruct xbow from the sampled latent

document-topic representation z as the final step
D in Figure 1. The topic embeddings are then
used to determine the attention alignment matrix
A ∈ R|x|×K between each topic k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}
and words in the document such that:

Ajk =
exp(score((TE)k,hj))∑|x|
j′=1 exp(score((TE)k,hj′))

,

score((TE)k,hj) = vA
>tanh(WA[(TE)k;hj ])

where vA ∈ RP , WA ∈ RP×(E+H), (TE)k ∈
RE is the embedded representation of the kth topic
and ; is the concatenation operation. We then de-
termine topic-wise context vector corresponding to
each topic as:

CT =

|x|∑
j=1

Aj⊗hj , [topic-wise context matrix]

where ⊗ denotes outer product. Note that Aj

∈ RK (jth row of matrix A) is a K - dimensional
vector and hj is aH - dimensional vector, therefore
Aj ⊗ hj for each j yields a matrix of order K ×
H , hence CT ∈ RK×H . The final aggregated
context vector c is computed as a weighted average
over all rows of CT (each row representing each
topic specific context vector) with document-topic
proportion vector td as weights:

c =
K∑
k=1

(td)i(CT)k

where, (td)k is a scalar, (CT)k ∈ RH denotes
the kth row of matrix CT & td is the document-
topic distribution which signifies the topic propor-
tions in a document. To compute it, we first nor-
malize the document BoW vector xbow and embed
it using the embedding matrix E, followed by mul-
tiplication with topic embedding TE ∈ RK×E :

xnorm =
xbow∑|V |

i=1(xbow)i
, [normalized BoW]

xemb = x>normE, [document embedding]

td = softmax(TE xemb), [document-topic dist.]

where xnorm ∈ R|V |, xemb ∈ RE & td ∈ RK .
The context vector c is the output of our topic
guided attention module which is then used for sam-
pling the latent documents-topic vector followed
by the BoW decoding as done in traditional VAE
based topic models.
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We call this framework as Weighted-TAN or W-
TAN where the context vector c is a weighted sum
of topic-wise context vectors. We also propose an-
other model called Top-TAN or T-TAN where we
use context vector of the topic with largest propor-
tion in td as c. It has been experimentally observed
that doing so yields a model which generates more
coherent topics. First, we find the index m of most
probable topic in td. The context vector c is then
the row corresponding to index m in matrix CT.

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets

1. Topic Quality: We evaluate and compare qual-
ity of our proposed topic model on three benchmark
datasets - 20Newsgroups (20NG)1 (Lang, 1995),
AGNews (Zhang et al., 2015) and Yelp Review
Polarity (YRP)2 - which are of varying complex-
ity and scale in terms of number of documents,
vocabulary size and average length of text after pre-
processing3. Table 1 summarises statistics related
to these datasets used for evaluating topics quality.

Dataset # Train # Test vocab avg.doc.len.
20NG 11259 7488 1995 88.06

AGNews 96000 7600 27881 22.72
YRP 447873 38000 20001 54.46

Table 1: Datasets used for evaluating topic quality

2. Keyphrase Generation: Neural Topic Model
(NTM) has been used to improve the task of
supervised keyphrase generation (Wang et al.,
2019b). To further highlight the efficacy of our
proposed encoding framework in providing better
document-topic vectors, we modify encoder mod-
ule of NTM with our proposed TAN-NTM and
compare the performance on StackExchange and
Weibo Datasets4.

5.2 Implementation and Training Details

Documents in AGNews are padded upto a maxi-
mum length of 50, while those in 20NG and YRP
are padded upto 200 tokens. Documents with
longer lengths are truncated. These values were
chosen such that ∼ 80− 99% of all documents in
each dataset were included without truncation. We

1Data link for 20NG dataset
2Data link for AGNews and YRP datasets
3We provide our detailed preprocessing steps in Appendix

A.1 and release processed data to standardise it.
4The dataset details can be found in the baseline paper

use batch size of 100, Adam Optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) with β1 = 0.99, β2 = 0.999 and
ε = 10−8 and train each model for 200 epochs. For
all models except T-TAN, learning rate was fixed
at 0.002 ([0.001, 0.003], 5)5. T-TAN converges
relatively faster than other models, therefore for
smooth training, we decay its learning rate every
epoch using exponential staircase scheduler with
initial learning rate = 0.002 and decay rate = 0.96.
The number of topics K = 50, a value widely used
in literature. We perform hyper-parameter tuning
manually to determine the hidden dimension value
of various layers: E = 200 ([100, 300], 5), H =
450 ([300, 900], 10) and P = 350 ([10, 400], 10).
The weight matrices of all dense layers are Xavier
initialized, while bias terms are initialized with ze-
ros. All our proposed models and baselines are
trained on a machine with 32 virtual CPUs, single
NVIDIA Tesla V 100 GPU and 240 GB RAM.

5.3 Comparison with baselines
We compare our TAN-NTM with various baselines
in table 2 that can be enumerated as (please refer
to introduction and related work for their details):
1) LDA (C.G.): Statistical method (McCallum,
2002) which performs LDA using collapsed Gibbs6

sampling.
2) ProdLDA and 3) NVLDA (Srivastava and Sut-
ton, 2017): Neural Variational Inference methods
which use approximation to Dirichlet prior7.
4) W-LDA (Nan et al., 2019) which is a non varia-
tional inference based neural model using wasses-
tein autoencoder8.
5) NB-NTM and 6) GNB-NTM: Methods using
negative binomial and gamma negative binomial
distribution as priors for topic discovery9(Wu et al.,
2020) respectively.

We could not compare with other methods whose
official error-free source code is not publicly avail-
able yet. We train and evaluate the baseline meth-
ods on same data as used for our method using
NPMI coherence10 (Aletras and Stevenson, 2013).
It computes the semantic relatedness between topL
words in a given topic through determining similar-
ity between their word embeddings trained over the

5V ([a, b], t) means t values from [a, b] range tried for this
hyper-parameter, of which V yielded best NPMI coherence.

6https://pypi.org/project/lda/
7Code for ProdLDA and NVLDA
8https://github.com/awslabs/w-lda
9We thank authors for providing code and parameter info.

10Repo used to calculate NPMI. Please refer to Appendix
B for a detailed discussion on choice of evaluation metric.

https://github.com/akashgit/autoencoding_vi_for_topic_models/tree/master/data/20news_clean
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0Bz8a_Dbh9Qhbfll6bVpmNUtUcFdjYmF2SEpmZUZUcVNiMUw1TWN6RDV3a0JHT3kxLVhVR2M
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pNrAH-PAwWQdpoE0eVPLG1sLRO7buvw_/view?usp=sharing
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P19-1240.pdf
https://pypi.org/project/lda/
https://github.com/akashgit/autoencoding_vi_for_topic_models
https://github.com/awslabs/w-lda
https://github.com/mxiny/NB-NTM
https://github.com/jhlau/topic_interpretability
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Method 20NG AGNews YRP
LDA(C.G) 0.139 0.202 0.114
NVLDA 0.2 0.216 0.165
ProdLDA 0.268 0.322 0.165
W-LDA 0.227 0.262 0.25

NB-NTM 0.165 0.31 0.224
GNB-NTM 0.206 0.312 0.241

W-TAN (ours) 0.261 0.327 0.232
T-TAN (ours) 0.296 0.369 0.272

Table 2: NPMI coherence (determined using top 10
words of each topic) comparison on 50 topics between
baselines and our proposed W-TAN and T-TAN on dif-
ferent datasets. It can be seen that T-TAN achieves sig-
nificantly better scores on all the datasets.

corpus used for topic modeling and reports average
over topics. For W-LDA, we refer to their original
paper to select dataset specific hyper-parameter val-
ues while training the model. As can be seen in ta-
ble 2, our proposed T-TAN model performs signifi-
cantly better than previous topic models uniformly
on all datasets achieving a better NPMI (measured
on a scale of -1 to 1) by a margin of 0.028 (10.44%)
on 20NG, 0.047 (14.59%) on AGNews and 0.022
(8.8%) on YRP, where percentage improvements
are determined over the best baseline score. Even
though W-TAN does not uniformly performs better
than all baselines on all datasets, it achieves better
score than all baselines on AGNews and performs
comparably on remaining two datasets.

For a more exhaustive comparison, we also eval-
uate our model’s performance on 20NG dataset
(which is the common dataset with GNB-NTM
(Wu et al., 2020)) using the NPMI metric from
GNB-NTM’s code. The NPMI coherence of our
model using their criteria is 0.395 which is better
than GNB-NTM’s score of 0.375 (as reported in
their paper). However, we would like to highlight
that GNB-NTM’s computation of NPMI metric
uses relaxed window size, whereas the metric used
by us (Lau et al., 2014) uses much stricter window
size while determining word co-occurrence counts
within a document. Lau et al. (2014) is a much
more common and widely used way of computing
the NPMI coherence and evaluating topic models.

5.3.1 Document Classification
In addition to evaluating our framework in terms of
topic coherence, we also compare it with the base-
lines on the downstream task of document clas-
sification. Topic models have been used as text

feature extractors to perform classification (Nan
et al., 2019). We analyse the quality of encoded
document representations and predictive capacity
of latent document-topic features generated by our
model and compare it with existing topic models11.
We train the topic model setting number of top-
ics to 50 and freeze its weights. The trained topic
model is then used to infer latent document-topic
features. We then separately train a single layer
linear classifier through cross entropy loss on the
training split using the document-topic vectors as
input and Adam optimizer at a learning rate of 0.01.

Method 20NG AGNews YRP
LDA(C.G.) 51.29 84.78 86.85
ProdLDA 21.33 82.65 77.73
NTM-R 43.34 85.67 86.16
W-LDA 43.08 85.29 85.63

NB-NTM 57.38 86.67 87.51
GNB-NTM 57.16 85.34 84.55

T-TAN (ours) 60.44 88.1 87.38
T-TAN (ours) 64.36 89.78 88.9

(context vector)

Table 3: Comparison of accuracy between different
topic models on document classification. We perform
two experiments with T-TAN: using document-topic
vector (2nd to last row) and context vector (last row).

We report classification accuracy on the test split
of 20NG, AGNews and YRP datasets (compris-
ing of 20, 4 and 2 classes respectively) in Table
3. The document-topic features provided by T-
TAN achieve best accuracy on AGNews (1.43%
improvement over most performant baseline) with
most significant improvement of 3.06% on 20NG
which shows our model learns better document fea-
tures. T-TAN performs almost the same as the best
baseline on YRP. Further, to analyse the predic-
tive performance of top topic attention based con-
text vector, we use it instead of latent document-
topic vector to perform classification which fur-
ther boosts accuracy leading to an improvement of
∼6.9% on 20NG, ∼3.1% on AGNews and ∼1.3%
on YRP datasets over the baselines.

5.3.2 Running Time Analysis
We compare the running time of our method with
baselines in terms of average time taken (in sec-
onds) for performing a forward pass through the

11Our aim is to analyse document-topic features among
topic models only and not to compare with other non-topic
model based generic text classifiers.
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model, where the average is taken over 10000
passes. Our TAN-NTM (implemented in tensor-
flow) takes 0.087s, 0.027s and 0.093s on 20NG,
AGNews and YRP datasets respectively. Since
TAN-NTM processes the input documents as a se-
quence of tokens through an LSTM, its running
time is proportional to the document lengths which
vary according to the dataset. The running time
for baseline methods are: ProdLDA - 0.012s (im-
plemented in tensorflow), W-LDA - 0.003s (imple-
mented in mxnet) and GNB-NTM - 0.003s (im-
plemented in pytorch). For baseline methods, we
have used their original code implementations. We
found that the running time of baseline models is
independent of the dataset. This is because they use
the Bag-of-Words (BoW) representation of the doc-
uments. The sequential processing in TAN-NTM
is the reason for increased running time of our
models compared to the baselines. In the case of
AGNews, since the documents are of lesser lengths
than 20NG and YRP, the running time of our TAN-
NTM is relatively less for AGNews. Further, the
running time of other ablation variants (introduced
in section 5.4) of our method on 20NG, AGNews
and YRP datasets respectively are: 1) only LSTM -
0.083s, 0.033s and 0.091s ; 2) vanilla attn - 0.088s,
0.037s and 0.095s.

5.4 Ablation Studies

In this section, we compare the performance of
different variants of our model namely, 1) only
LSTM: final hidden state is used to derive sam-
pling parameters zµ & zlog σ2 , 2) vanilla attn: fi-
nal hidden state (w/o topic-word distribution) is
used as query to perform attention (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) on LSTM outputs such that context vector
z is used for VI, 3) W-TAN: Weighted Topic At-
tention Network, 4) T-TAN: Top Topic Attention
Network and 5) T-TAN w/o (without) GloVe: em-
bedding layer in T-TAN is randomly initialised.

Table 4 compares the topic coherence scores of
these different ablation methods on 20NG, AG-
News and YRP. As can be seen, applying attention
performs better than simple LSTM model. The
weighted TAN performs better than vanilla atten-
tion model, however, T-TAN uniformly provides
the best coherence scores across all the datasets
compared to all other methods. This shows that
performing attention corresponding to the most
prominent topic in a document results in more co-
herent topics. Further, we perform an ablation to

study the effect of using pre-trained embeddings for
T-TAN where it can be seen using Glove for initial-
ising word embeddings results in improved NPMI
as compared to training T-TAN initialised with ran-
dom uniform embeddings (T-TAN w/o GloVe)12.

Method 20NG AGNews YRP
only LSTM 0.247 0.202 0.092
vanilla attn 0.289 0.244 0.18

W-TAN 0.261 0.327 0.232
T-TAN 0.296 0.369 0.272

T-TAN w/o GloVe 0.274 0.344 0.248

Table 4: Comparison of NPMI coherence between ab-
lation variants of our method for K=50 topics.

5.5 Qualitative Analysis
To verify performance of T-TAN qualitatively, we
display few topics generated by ProdLDA and T-
TAN on AGNews in Figure 2. ProdLDA achieves
best score among baselines on AGNews. Consider
comparison 1 in Figure 2: ProdLDA produces four
topics corresponding to space, mixing them with
nuclear weapons, while T-TAN produces two sep-
arate topics for both of these concepts. In second
comparison, we see that ProdLDA has problems
distinguishing between closely related topics (foot-
ball, olympics, cricket) and mixes them while T-
TAN produces three coherent topics.

Figure 2: Two comparisons of corresponding topics
(one topic per line) from ProdLDA and T-TAN. Words
having similar meaning are highlighted in same colour.
The topics of ProdLDA are inter-mixed and incoherent
while those of T-TAN are unmixed and coherent.

5.6 TAKG: Topic Aware Keyphrase
Generation

We further analyse the impact of our proposed
framework on another downstream task where the

12We also trained embeddings from scratch for other vari-
ants but coherence score remained unaffected.
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StackExchange Weibo
Method F1@3 F1@5 MAP F1@1 F1@3 MAP

TAKG (baseline) 32.931 28.731 34.925 34.584 24.309 40.994
TAKG with W-TAN (ours) 33.521 29.802 35.929 35.616 25.651 42.68
TAKG with T-TAN (ours) 33.15 29.118 35.26 34.813 24.65 41.261

Table 5: F1@k and MAP (Mean average precision) comparison between baseline (TAKG) and our proposed topic
model based encoder for topic guided supervised keyphrase generation. The metrics measure overlap between
ground truth and top K generated keyphrases factoring in rank of keyphrases generated through beam search.

task specific model is assisted by the topic model
and both can be trained in an end-to-end manner.
For this, we discuss TAKG (Wang et al., 2019b)
and how our proposed topic model encoder can
be adapted to achieve better performance on su-
pervised keyphrase generation from textual posts.
TAKG13 comprises of two sub-modules: (1) a topic
model based on NVDM-GSM (as discussed in In-
troduction) using BoW as input to the encoder and
(2) a Seq2Seq based model for keyphrase genera-
tion. Both modules have an encoder and a decoder
of their own. Keyphrase generation module uses
sequence input which is processed by bidirectional
GRU (Cho et al., 2014) to encode input sequence.
The keyphrase generation decoder uses unidirec-
tional GRU which attends on encoder outputs and
takes the latent document-topic vector from the
topic model as input in a differentiable manner.
Since topic model trains slower than keyphrase
generation module, the topic model is warmed up
for some epochs separately and then jointly trained
with keyphrase generation. Please refer to original
paper (Wang et al., 2019b) for more details.

We adapted our proposed topic model frame-
work by changing the architecture of encoder in the
topic model of TAKG, replacing it with W-TAN
and T-TAN. The change subsequently results in bet-
ter latent document-topic representation depicted
by better performance on keyphrase generation as
shown in Table 5 where the improved topic model
encoding framework results in ∼1-2% improve-
ment in F1 and MAP (mean average precision) on
StackExchange and Weibo datasets compared to
TAKG. Here, even though TAKG with T-TAN per-
forms marginally better than the baseline, TAKG
with W-TAN uniformly performs much better.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose Topic Attention Network
based Neural Topic Modeling framework: TAN-

13We use their code and data (link) to conduct experiments.

NTM to discover topics in a document corpus by
performing attention on sequentially processed to-
kens in a topic guided manner. Attention is per-
formed effectively by factoring Topic-word dis-
tribution (TWD) into attention mechanism. We
compare different variants of our method through
ablations and conclude that processing tokens se-
quentially without attention or applying attention
without TWD gives inferior performance. Our
TAN-NTM model generates more coherent top-
ics compared to state-of-the-art topic models on
several benchmark datasets. Our model encodes
better latent document-topic features as validated
through better performance on document classifica-
tion and supervised keyphrase generation tasks. As
future work, we would like to explore our frame-
work with other sequence encoders such as Trans-
formers, BERT etc. for topic modeling.
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Appendices

A Further Implementation Details

A.1 Preprocessing

For 20NG dataset, we used its preprocessed
version downloaded from ProdLDA’s (Srivastava
and Sutton, 2017) repository14, whereas AGNews
and YRP datasets were downloaded from this15

link. These two datasets contain train.csv and
test.csv files. The csv files of YRP contain a
document body only, whereas the csv files for
AGNews contain a document title as well as a
document body. For uniformity, we concatenate
the title and body in the csv files of AGNews and
keep it as a single field. The documents from
train.csv and test.csv are then read into train
and test lists which are passed to PREPROCESS

function of Algorithm 1 for preprocessing.

Stepwise working of Algorithm 1 is expained in
the following points:

• Before invoking the PREPROCESS function,
we initialize the data sampler by a fixed seed
so that preprocessing yields the same result
when run multiple times.

• For each dataset, we randomly sample
tr size documents (as mentioned in Table
6) from the train list in step 2. These val-
ues of tr size are taken from Table 1 of
W-LDA paper (Nan et al., 2019). Note that
# Train in Table 1 represents the number of
training documents after preprocessing. Of
the tr size documents, some documents
may be removed during preprocessing, there-
fore # Train may be less than tr size.

• In steps 3 through 8, we prune the train
and test documents by invoking the
PRUNE DOC function from Algorithm 2. First,
we remove the control characters from the doc-
uments viz. ‘\n’, ‘\t’, and ‘\r’ (For YRP, we
additionally remove ‘\\t’, ‘\\n’, and ‘\\r’).
Next, we remove the numeric tokens16 from
the documents, convert them to lowercase
and lemmatize each of their tokens using the

14Data link for 20NG dataset
15Data link for AGNews and YRP datasets
16Fully numeric tokens e.g. ‘1487’, ‘1947’, etc. are

removed, whereas partially numeric tokens e.g. ‘G47’,
‘DE1080’, etc. are retained.

NLTK’s (Bird et al., 2009) WordNetLemma-
tizer. Finally, we remove punctuations17 and
tokens containing any non-ASCII character.

• In steps 9 through 15, we construct the vocab-
ulary vocab, which is a mapping of each to-
ken to its occurrence count among the pruned
training documents tr pruned. We only
count a token if it is not an English stopword18

and its length is between 3 and 15 (inclusive).

• Steps 16 through 19 filter the vocab by re-
moving tokens whose total occurrence count
is less than num below or whose occurrence
count per training document is greater than
fr abv, where the values of num below
and fr abv are taken from Table 6. For
YRP, we follow the W-LDA paper (Nan et al.,
2019) and restrict its vocab to only contain
top 20, 000 most occurring tokens.

• Steps 20 through 24 construct the token-to-
index map w2idx by mapping each token in
vocab to an index starting from 1. Next, we
map the padding token to index 0 (Step 25).

• The final step in the preprocessing is to en-
code the train and test documents by mapping
each of their tokens to corresponding indices
according to w2idx. This is done by the EN-
CODE function of Algorithm 2 which is in-
voked in steps 26 and 27.

Dataset tr size num below fr abv
AGNews 96000 3 0.7

YRP 448000 20 0.7

Table 6: Parameters used for preprocessing the AG-
News and YRP datasets.

17Any of the following 32 characters is regarded as a punc-
tuation !”#$%&’()*+,-./:;<=>?@[\]ˆ `{|}∼

18Gensim’s (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) list of English stop-
words is used.

https://github.com/akashgit/autoencoding_vi_for_topic_models/tree/master/data/20news_clean
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0Bz8a_Dbh9Qhbfll6bVpmNUtUcFdjYmF2SEpmZUZUcVNiMUw1TWN6RDV3a0JHT3kxLVhVR2M
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for preprocessing AG-
News and YRP datasets.

1: function PREPROCESS(train, test)
2: train← train.sample(tr size)
3: tr pruned← [] . empty list
4: te pruned← [] . empty list

5: for document d in train do
6: tr pruned.append(PRUNE DOC(d))

7: for document d in test do
8: te pruned.append(PRUNE DOC(d))

9: vocab← mapping of each token to 0
10: num doc← len(tr pruned)

11: for document d in tr pruned do
12: for token t in d do
13: if t /∈ stopwords and
14: len(t) ∈ [3, 15] then
15: vocab[t]← vocab[t] +1

16: for token t in vocab do
17: if vocab[t] < num below or
18: vocab[t]/num doc > fr abv then
19: vocab[t].remove(t)

20: i← 1
21: w2idx← empty map
22: for token t in vocab do
23: w2idx[t]= i
24: i← i+ 1

25: w2idx[0]← PAD

26: trD← ENCODE(tr pruned, w2idx)
27: teD← ENCODE(te pruned, w2idx)
28: return trD, teD, w2idx

A.2 Learning Rate Scheduler
As mentioned in section 5.2, we use a learning rate
scheduler while training T-TAN. The rate decay
follows the following equation:

lrate = init rate ∗ decay rate
⌊

train step
decay steps

⌋

This is an exponential staircase function which
enables decrease in learning rate every epoch dur-
ing training.

We initialize the learning rate by init rate =
0.002 and use decay rate = 0.96. train step is a

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for pruning the document
and encoding it given a token-to-index mapping.

1: function PRUNE DOC(doc)
2: doc← rm control(doc)
3: doc← rm numeric(doc)
4: doc← lowercase(doc)
5: doc← lemmatize(doc)
6: doc← rm punctuations(doc)
7: doc← rm non ASCII(doc)
8: return doc

9: function ENCODE(doc list, w2idx)
10: encDocList← []
11: for document d in doc list do
12: ecDoc ← []
13: for token t in d do
14: ecDoc.append(w2idx[t])
15: encDocList.append(ecDoc)
16: return encDocList

global counter of training steps and decay steps =
#train docs
batch size is the number of training steps taken

per epoch. Therefore, effectively, the rate remains
constant for all training steps in an epoch and de-
creases exponentially as per the above equation
once the epoch completes.

A.3 Regularization
We employ two types of regularization during train-
ing:

• Dropout: We apply dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) to z with the rate of Pdrop = 0.6 before
it is processed by the decoder for reconstruc-
tion.

• Batch Normalization (BN): We apply a BN
(Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) to the inputs of de-
coder layer and to the inputs of layers being
trained for zµ & zlog σ2 , with ε = 0.001 and
decay = 0.999.

B Evaluation Metrics

Topic models have been evaluated using various
metrics namely perplexity, topic coherence, topic
uniqueness etc. However, due to the absence of
a gold standard for the unsupervised task of topic
modeling, all of that metrics have received criti-
cism by the community. Therefore, a consensus on
the best metric has not been reached so far. Perplex-
ity has been found to be negatively correlated to
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topic quality and human judgements (Chang et al.,
2009). This work presents experimental results
which show that in some cases models with higher
perplexity were preferred by human subjects.

Topic Uniqueness (Nan et al., 2019) quantifies
the intersection among topic words globally. How-
ever, it also suffers from drawbacks and often pe-
nalizes a model incorrectly (Hoyle et al., 2020b).
Firstly, it does not account for ranking of inter-
sected words in the topics. Secondly, it fails to
distinguish between the following two scenarios:
1) When the intersected words in one topic are all
present in a second topic (signifying strong simi-
larity i.e. these two topics are essentially identical)
and, 2) When the intersected words of one topic are
spread across all the other topics (signifying weak
similarity i.e. the topics are diffused). The first is a
problem related to uniqueness among topics while
second is a problem related to word intrusion in
topics. (Chang et al., 2009) conducted experiments
with human subjects on two tasks: word intrusion
and topic intrusion. Word intrusion measures the
presence of those words (called intruder words)
which disagree with the semantics of the topic.
Topic intrusion measures the presence of those
topics (called intruder topics) which do not rep-
resent the document corpus appropriately. These
are better estimates of human judgement of topic
models in comparison to perplexity and unique-
ness. However, since these metrics rely on human
feedback, they cannot be widely used for unsuper-
vised evaluation. Further, topic uniqueness unfairly
penalizes cases when some words are common be-
tween topics, however other uncommon words in
those topics change the context as well as topic
semantics as also discussed in (Hoyle et al., 2020b).
According to the work of (Lau et al., 2014), measur-
ing the normalized pointwise mutual information
(NPMI) between all the word pairs in a set of topics
agrees with human judgements most closely. This
is called the NPMI Topic Coherence in the litera-
ture and is widely used for the evaluation of topic
models. We therefore adopt this metric in our work.
Since the effectiveness of a topic model actually
depends on the topic representations that it extracts
from the documents, we report the performance
of our model on two downstream tasks: document
classification and keyphrase generation (which use
these topic representations) for a better and holistic
evaluation and comparison.

Would a pilot know that one of their crew
is armed?
The Federal Flight Deck Officer page on
Wikipedia says this:

Under the FFDO program, flight crew mem-
bers are authorized to use firearms. A flight
crew member may be a pilot, flight engineer
or navigator assigned to the flight.

To me, it seems like this would be crucial in-
formation for the PIC to know, if their flight
engineer (for example) was armed; but on the
flip-side of this, the engineer might want to
keep that to himself if he’s with a crew he
hasn’t flown with before.

Is there a guideline on whether an FFDO
should inform the crew that he’s armed?

GT: security, crew, ffdo
TAKG: faa regulations, ffdo, flight training,
firearms, far
TAKG + W-TAN: ffdo, crew, flight controls,
crewed spaceflight, security
Do the poisons in “Ode on Melancholy”
have deeper meaning?
In ”Ode on Melancholy”, Keats uses the im-
ages of three poisons in the first stanza: Wolf’s
bane, nightshade, and yew-berries. Are these
poisons simply meant to connote death/suicide,
or might they have a deeper purpose?

GT: poetry, meaning, john keats
TAKG: the keats, meaning, poetry, ode,
melancholy keats
TAKG + W-TAN: poetry, meaning, the keats,
john keats, greek literature

Table 7: Two randomly selected posts (title in bold)
from StackExchange dataset with ground truth (GT)
and top 5 keyphrases predicted by TAKG with and
without W-TAN, denoted as TAKG + W-TAN &
TAKG respectively. Keyphrases generated with W-
TAN are closer to the ground truth in terms of both
prediction and ranking.

C Qualitative Analysis

C.1 Key Phrase Predictions

We saw the quantitative improvement in results in
Table 5 when we used W-TAN as the topic model
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with TAKG. In Table 7, we display some posts
from StackExchange dataset with ground truth
keyphrases and top 5 predictions by TAKG with
and without W-TAN. We observe that using W-
TAN improves keyphrase generation qualitatively.

The first post in Table 7 inquires if a flight of-
ficer should inform the pilot in command (PIC)
about him being armed or not. For this post, TAKG
alone only predicts one ground truth keyphrase cor-
rectly and misses ‘security’ and ‘crew’. However,
when TAKG is used with W-TAN, it gets all three
ground truth keyphrases, two of which are its top 2
predictions as well.

The second post is inquiring about a possible
deeper meaning of three poisons in a poem by John
Keats. TAKG alone predicts two of the ground
truth keyphrases correctly but assigns them larger
ranks and it misses ‘john keats’. When TAKG is
used with W-TAN, it gets all three ground truth
keyphrases and its top 2 keyphrases are assigned
the exact same rank as they have in the ground truth.
This hints that using W-TAN with TAKG improves
the prediction as well as ranking of the generated
keyphrases compared to using TAKG alone.


